The Division conducted a Completeness Review of the EDOP in accordance with procedures
outlined in State statute and corresponding Solid Waste Regulations. In a letter dated October 9,
2019, the Division notified the Facility that the EDOP was complete.
The Division conducted a comprehensive technical review of the EDOP pursuant to the procedures
outlined in State statute and the Solid Waste Regulations. The Division's preliminary technical
comments and requests for additional information were provided to the Facility in a letter dated
November 19, 2019. In response to the Division's November 19, 2019 letter, the Facility
submitted a revised EDOP dated December 20, 2019.
The City of Colorado Springs initiated a 30-day written public comment period and notification of
the public hearing by publishing a public notice in the Gazette newspaper on January 20, 2020, as
well as, posting the announcement on the Planning and Development - Land Use Division's website
from January 20, 2020 through February 20, 2020, pursuant to State statute CRS 30-20- 104(3)(a).
The City received one comment during this period related to the proposed land use.
On December 20, 2019 the Division received the final revision to the EDO P, and has reviewed it
for technical merit. It is the determination of the Division that the proposed facility can comply
with technical, environmental, and public health standards of the Solid Waste Regulations if the
facility is constructed, monitored and operated as detailed in the final EDO P, and with the
conditions as stated in this letter. Based on this assessment, the Division recommends, as final
agency action, that this facility may be approved by the City of Colorado ("the City"), with the
conditions set forth herein and with any additional local restrictions the City may choose to
impose. The Division's approval of the Plan has the following modification:
1. Section 1.6. 1 Verification of Debris Removal for NAO has been modified, as follows, to
include the need for certification from an environmental professional and for analytical
data to support the clean-up has been performed to requirements for the intended use
(e.g., residential/unrestricted use, industrial with institutional controls, etc.). This
modification addresses requirements to determine the area cleaned up to the
requirements of the intended use and removes discussions related to No Action
Determination requirements as these requirements will be detailed in the Voluntary
Clean-up application.

Section 1. 6. 1 Verification of Debris Removal
An environmental professional (e.g., Professional Engineer, Professional Geologist, or
company officer) will certify that the property has been cleaned up and that it is
protective of human health and the environment.
The QPM or MMP Supervisor will provide daily written and photo documentation of site
construction activities, construction and demolition debris, suspect material, and
relevant observations that are related to this MMP and the VCUP. It is anticipated that it
will be visually apparent when the bottom of the debris layer and top of native material
is encountered during excavation. Additionally, it is possible there may be evidence of
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